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To obtain a Police Investigator position with an organization seeking an accomplished
professional with an extensive background in law enforcement, safety, security, and 
executive management.

EXPERIENCE

Police Investigator
ABC Corporation - FEBRUARY 2003 – AUGUST 2005

 Patrolled the community and near-by highways, conducted safety 
check-points to enhance motor safety.

 Utilized Doppler radar while enforcing all traffic laws, issued citations 
to violators and made court appearances for all related cases.

 Testified and generated final dispositions reports.
 Conducted criminal investigations, generated follow-up reports, and 

filed final disposition reports to conclude the investigations, organized
interviews of potential witnesses and victims.

 Provided assistance to the victims and connected them to the proper 
resources while making various court appearances.

 Collaborated with other local law enforcement agencies for 
assignments and investigations where several subjects were 
convicted.

 Investigated allegations of misconduct involving District personnel.

Police Investigator 
Delta Corporation - 2002 – 2003

 Investigation of crimes committed against property and persons on 
and about MARTA Property.

 While working in this capacity, I was loaned out by MARTA Police to 
DEA as a Federal Task Force Agent.

 This position was created by ONDCP.
 rd in Command of Police Department Investigate crimes; conduct and 

coordinate drug and other investigations including but not limited to 
undercover .

 Investigate general crimes to include larcenies, assaults, domestic 
violence, property damage, fraud, identity theft and homicides Collect
and .

 Comprehensive follow-up of initial investigations, interview victims, 
witnesses and suspects, gather forensic evidence, report writing, 
meet with .

 Surveyed and conducted covert operations to prevent crime in 
residential and commercial areas Interviewed and investigated over 
150 personnel either .
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EDUCATION

 Associates In Criminal Justice

SKILLS

MS Office, Testing Skills.
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